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Artist Statement

I grew up in an old house in the rural Midwest. Built in 1905, it has sheltered multiple

families before my own, acting as a nursing home and a residence for disabled adults over the

years. By the time my family moved in, almost a hundred years after it was built, the house was

clearly worn. There were holes in the ceilings and the kitchen was practically unusable. Growing

up, I watched my parents renovate the house into a new version of home. Now, as I have moved

away and begun to establish a new relationship with the notion of home, I am inspired by the

rich history of my childhood home and nostalgic for the space in which I have lived most of my life.

My book, New-New House, Residence of Mr. J.C. Joslyn, Miller Guest Home, Driscoll

Home, Opportunity House, The Nut House, and my house is a diaristic depiction of the nostalgia

I have for my childhood home while trying to establish a sense of belonging elsewhere. I use

expired 35mm film to document my changing surroundings in an attempt to preserve my

memories of what home has meant to me throughout my life. I utilize archival photographs and

documents from the previous residents who lived in the house to compare their version of home

to my own. Through weaving in the historical narrative of my house with a vernacular style of

photography showing my experiences in Illinois and New York, my work examines how a sense

of home or belonging is established. Through the book format, I depict my view of my childhood

home and the house I am currently living in by combining vernacular style photographs with

records of the historical significance of my childhood house to question the permanence and

fragility of memory and history. I am interested in juxtaposing imagery from different times and

places throughout the narrative of the book to speak to the layering of experiences shared

through place but distanced by time.
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Thesis Paper:

In his 1958 book, The Poetics of Space, Gaston Bachelard applies phenomenology to

architecture and discusses the natural human emotional responses and connections to buildings

and spaces in life and through literature. He describes poetry’s ability to transport our

consciousness to an oneiric, or dream-like, state. Bachelard provides examples of poetry

throughout his book that describe intimate places in the home and the drawers and corners within

it to highlight the significance of the reader’s ability to form a poetic image from these examples.

Overall, he was fascinated by the house as a reference point for a unifying emotional experience,

suggesting that we all have some ability to connect to the feeling of home.

“Our soul is an abode. And by remembering ‘houses’ and ‘rooms’ we learn to ‘abide’

within ourselves”... “Now my aim is clear: I must show that the house is one of the

greatest powers of integration for the thoughts, memories, and dreams of mankind...Past,

present and future give the house different dynamism, which often interfere, at times

opposing, at others, stimulating one another. In the life of a man, the house thrusts aside

contingencies, its councils of continuity are unceasing. Without it, man would be a

dispersed being. It maintains him through the storms of the heavens and through those of

life. It is body and soul” (Bachelard, xxxvii, 6-7).

Recently, I have been consumed with the notion of home as I have been living between

my childhood home in Illinois and the place I currently live miles away in New York.

Bachelard’s realization that our souls and the homes we live in are inherently connected was

pivotal to me in the development of my research and photography. In this passage, I am

reassured that my rumination on the relationship I have with my childhood home after I have

moved away is not an unnatural feeling. More significantly, it made me question that if poetry

has the ability to hark memories within its viewer, could photography do the same?
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At the beginning of the Covid-19 pandemic in March of 2020, I found myself living once

more with my family in Illinois mere months after uprooting myself to begin graduate school in

New York. To live in my childhood house again after I had briefly begun to establish a sense of

belonging elsewhere, I felt like I was residing in a familiar but unfamiliar place. From that point,

I began to question what home meant to me.

Under “stay at home” orders, I found an escape from the overwhelming feeling of having

to live with my family again on the third floor of our house. The entire floor is a large, unfinished

space with stained walls and ceilings which acts solely as a storage space for clothes, Beanie

Babies, and other memorabilia of my childhood, as well as my parents’ past. I was initially

interested in looking through my old belongings to reminisce on happier times spent living there,

until I noticed that along with my family’s possessions stored in this space, there were also

glimpses of some of the previous owners of the house. From Christmas decorations to

lampshades, I found reminders of the lives and personalities of other families that have lived

there.

Once my family moved into the home, we began to compile a manilla folder filled with

photographs and archival documents of the history of our house and the various owners it has

had over its now one hundred and sixteen year old lifespan. During this time, while I was

spending days and weeks locked inside my house due to the pandemic, I dug out the now tattered

and overflowing folder to get a better understanding of the life my house had lived. Growing up

in a historic home, I was aware of its past, but when faced with images of families gathering for

a photograph in front of the house, or newspaper clippings describing life in the home when it

was a care facility for the eldery, I realized that the memories and experiences I have lived in this
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house are a small part of its long timeline. I felt a growing sadness and anxiety at the realization

that one day the timeline of my family living in the house will end.

My family received many of the photographs and information contained in the manilla

folder from Deborah Light, the granddaughter of the Joslyn family, the original builders and

owners of the house. At the time when I became interested in obtaining more information about

my house, I reached out to Light for any more photographs or documents she could provide for

my research. She sent me multiple images of when her family lived there to use for my research.

I also contacted the local historical society in my hometown, the Joiner History Room, and

became in contact with an archivist and collection specialist who assisted me in researching

photographs and information about the house. In an email conversation with him after not

finding much in their collection he wrote, “I think this house has a very unique historical

experience here. It is central to the lives of many people and helpful to them, but it is rarely

photographed.” I knew after reading this statement that I needed to create a body of work about

and for my house.

Regardless of the fact that I did not receive many photographs from the archivist that I

could incorporate in my project, this process introduced me to an online newspaper database,

where I found articles written over the years when my house served various purposes like the

Miller Guest Home and Opportunity House. I found an article that was written in 1969 at the

time when my house was a nursing home called “The Driscoll Home” after John and Ruth

Driscoll, who ran and lived in it. Mrs. Driscoll, a registered nurse who took care of the members

of the house, was interviewed for the article regarding the role of the house on the residents

within it. The article states, “[Mrs. Driscoll] explained that often her residents withdraw into the

home as a world of their own, ‘Eventually this becomes their home because this is the type of
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home they remembered living in when they were young.’” Reading this article made me imagine

all of the people who have walked through the same halls, slept in the same rooms, and called the

same place I call home their own. Facing this special interaction with history, that I was able to

get a better understanding of through photographic means, deepened my nostalgia for my

childhood home.

This experience made me question photography’s role in memory and remembering. I

recognized the archival photographs of my house as documentations of a moment in time made

in an attempt to capture a memory. In the infamous book Camera Lucida by Roland Barthes, he

discusses a photograph of his mother as a young girl in what he calls the “Winter Garden

Photograph.” Within the book, he does not include the photograph he focuses on because he

states,

“I cannot reproduce the Winter Garden Photograph. It exists only for me. For you, it

would be nothing but an indifferent picture, one of the thousand manifestations of the

‘ordinary’; it cannot in any way constitute the visible object of a science; it cannot

establish an objectivity, in the positive sense of the term; at most it would interest your

studium: period, clothes, photogeny; but in it, for you, no wound (Barthes, 73).”

In this quote, Barthes mentions the “studium,” an element he argues is part of every photograph

along with the “punctum.” Barthes refers to the studium as the desire to understand or study a

photograph while the punctum specifies the wound or prick a photograph can leave. He states

that this photograph of his mother that is deeply personal to him would not give the same

reaction to anyone other than Barthes because of his relationship with it. The photographs and

documents I have collected and used in my research have pricked me in the way Barthes

describes, the way that is only obtainable for me, especially considering the unique way I have

experienced my house; but I am reminded by Bachelard that a relationship with home is inherent

in everyone. I believe this ingrained connection is something that allows references toward
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home, like the ones I provide in my research, the opportunity to provoke an emotional response,

whether good or bad, in the viewer.

After realizing the potential impact of the archival documents and photographs of my

childhood home, I scanned everything I found in the envelope. I was fascinated by the

experiences shared within my home that weren’t my own and wanted to preserve them as a

digital collection. Overloaded with imagery, I began to create digital collages incorporating the

various archival images to give these memories new meanings, as they connected to my

changing relationship to the notion of home.

In the collage titled, Hearth, (Image 1) I layered three photographs in Photoshop; two of

them showing the fireplace found in my childhood home and the other of a New York landscape.

One of the photographs of the fireplaces (seen slightly in black and white) appears to be taken

around Christmas time, as there are stockings hanging along the mantle and presents sitting just

below. The other photograph, where a ladder and an extension cord can be seen across the floor,

was taken by my parents when my family first moved into our home. By carefully aligning these

two photographs of the fireplace that were photographed at different times and by different

people to appear as one seamless image, I was acknowledging the parallels and differences in

time and place within the archives of images I was looking at. As the last step, I layered the

image with a photograph of a rolling landscape to place this constructed version of my home

within a new environment. I made this work to question how my life could have been if I lived

there at a different time, or if it was located in a different place. Overall, although the collages

raised interesting questions, I felt limited working within one frame to discuss the countless

layers of history and memories my house contains.
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Image 1: Hearth, Digital Collage, 2020.

Because I began this project during the start of the coronavirus pandemic when the world

relied on digital technologies as a form of communication, I found myself quickly growing tired

and frustrated with the digital collage process. I turned toward my 35mm film camera to

document my surroundings and experiences within and outside of my childhood home and where

I live in New York in a snapshot approach. I quickly realized I was treating this manner of

photographing as a personal diary. Over time, I was accumulating imagery of my experiences

and feelings towards frequently leaving and returning to these places. Skimming through various

folders of scanned rolls of film, I saw similar overlaps in time and place within my own

photography as I saw within the archival documents I found of my home when I was creating

digital collages. For example, one photograph titled, As I Left It (Image 2), shows a half-painted

white picket fence in our flowering yard. I took this photograph when I was helping my parents

paint the fence in our backyard. We started the project late in the summer and only got halfway

through before I needed to return to New York for school. I snapped this photograph of the fence

just before leaving knowing that it would be fully painted by the time I would return. As I
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expected, when I returned home again to spend the holidays with my family a few months later, I

found the fence in a snow covered yard completely painted as seen in When I Returned (Image

3).

Image 2: As I Left It, 2021.

Image 3: When I Returned, 2021.
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As I started to assess all of the photographs I had taken in and around my house over the

times I was leaving and returning, I became interested in the time-based relationship between my

own photography and the archival images of my home. Interestingly, this method allowed me to

notice that the only visual changes I found and photographed between visits to my home were

outside of the house in the yard or garden. I began to see the garden as a metaphor for the

changes within my home and family that I have caused and am missing out on by removing

myself from it. This visual change also allowed me to notice the language the images were

speaking to each other and made it apparent to me that this work should be expressed as

something more than just a series of photographs.

In recognizing the overall diaristic nature of my photography, I began to compile all of

the images and references to home I had been consuming into a personal diary. Shifting my work

from digital to physical means, I began exploring the role of photographs as objects, especially

as catalysts for memory. In Geoffrey Batchen’s Forget Me Not: Photography and Remembrance

he discusses the ways that photographs have appeared as objects over the decades and the

significance of their role in relation to memory. He writes:

“...photography does not enhance memory -involuntary, physically embracing and

immediate memory—but rather replaces it with images- images that are historical,

coherent, informational. To induce the full, sensorial experience of involuntary memory, a

photograph must be transformed. Something must be done to the photograph to pull it

(and us) out of the past and into the present. The subject of the photograph must be

similarly transformed, from somebody merely seen to someone really felt, from an image

viewed at a distance on the wall into an emotional exchange transacted in the heart. Thus

we have been looking at the efforts of ordinary people to overcome -or at least reduce-

the power of photography to replace living, emotive memories with static and historical

images. These efforts have included the addition of writing, paint, framing, embroidery,

fabric, string, hair, flowers, butterfly wings, and other images to photographs. Whatever
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the means, in every case attention is drawn to the physical presence of the photograph

itself” (Batchen, 94).

I realized my photographs could not stand alone to relay the complex relationship I have with

home, rather, as Batchen states, they needed to be “transformed” to place the viewer in the

present. Batchen explains that people have used various interventions to give a photograph a

physical presence and states these efforts add a personal layer to a photograph, resulting in a

more emotional experience for the viewer with the photographer than the image simply existing

without any intervention resulting in a “static and historical image.” I began to see the book

format as an opportunity to transform my photographs in a way that provides an emotional

exchange between myself and the viewer by embracing the vernacular quality of the images and

furthering the intimate nature of the book by weaving in handwritten diary entries throughout. As

Batchen and Barthes reminded me, I am not enhancing my memories of these places but rather

replacing them in a historical context. In this way, by utilizing the book format, I am

transforming my memories and experiences of home into an object similar to the manilla folder

of the archival images of my house.

The book, New-New House, Residence of Mr. J.C. Joslyn, Miller Guest Home, Driscoll

Home, Opportunity House, The Nut House, and my house, as referenced in the title, follows the

timeline of the houses I have lived in throughout my life. From the house I spent the first few

years of my life in, located in a brand new subdivision in rural Illinois, to the historic house I call

my childhood home that my family moved into a town over, and to my current living situation in

New York where I moved to attend graduate school, I sequence photographs of these houses and

my experiences within them to show how I am defined by and how I have defined the places I

have lived. The majority of the book is compiled of photographs of my childhood home, where

I’ve spent most of my life. This significant difference in the amount of pages consisting of the
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other homes I’ve lived in compared to the amount of photographs of my childhood home is a

visual and physical timeline of my experiences spent in these places, their historical significance,

and the impact they have had on me or myself on them.

Image 4: Handwritten diary entry on vellum page over recreated archival photograph

The book begins with an image of the very first house I briefly lived in that my parents

bought when they were settling down in Illinois after having my oldest sister. The photograph

shows the pristine, two story house resting on freshly tilled soil with no sign of life nearby. The

back of the photograph is inscribed with a capital B by my dad, Brian, accompanied by the

words “New-New House” to reference the fact the house was brand new and located in a brand

new subdivision. My earliest memories were formed here from catching frogs in the windowells

to birthday parties in the backyard and sharing a bedroom with one of my older siblings. Being

only two years apart, my sibling and I shared a lot of things and spent much of our childhoods

together. In the following pages, I include a photograph of us as children in the backyard of this

house accompanied by a diary entry of one of my earliest memories. I write, “My sibling and I
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shared a bedroom together. When we couldn’t sleep, we would pretend our windows were

televisions and recap scenes from our favorite shows” (Image 4). I include this memory to

indicate a way the earliest form of home I experienced imprinted a strong value on me and

remains one of my fondest memories with my sibling.

The second house I mention in my book is what I call my childhood home. However, I

introduce the house with a photograph taken and inscribed by the grandson of J.C. Joslyn, the

original builder and owner of the house. The grandson, William H. Joslyn writes on the back of

the photograph, “This house was built in 1904 and 1905 at 309 N. California St. Sycamore, IL by

James Carroll Joslyn and his wife Katie Wing Joslyn...The house still stands as of this date

8/13/85. William H. Joslyn. Grandson of the above.” I include this script from Joslyn not only to

establish the beginning of the history of my home within the book but also because it similarly

mimics the inscription from my father labeling the “New-New House” earlier introduced in my

book. The act of signing and writing the date on the photographs exhibits their desire to mark a

moment in history and have a visual and physical reference to their memory. The snapshot style

of my photographs and the nature of the book directly mimic the urge to capture memories as

they are in the moment, so I can look back at them later. When I was taking photographs around

my house, I knew in the back of my mind that the time I was living in my house was finite. I felt

a constant pressure to document the small details and intricacies of my home, so that years from

now I can look at these photographs and reminisce.

One of the intricacies of my childhood home is the fact that there is at least one figurine

or representation of a squirrel in almost every room in the house. My mom is a notorious squirrel

lover and buys, or is often gifted, various squirrel memorabilia. She is also the one responsible

for decorating the entire house. Over the years, the more she collected squirrel knick-knacks, the
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more my house became “The Nut House,” the proud title that can be found on a decorative

pillow permanently sitting on a chair in the front parlor (Image 5). The squirrel phenomenon is

something that everyone who visits our house admires and comments on. In my book, I include

photographs of some of the various iterations of squirrels found around our house. I find these

squirrels to be significant to my relationship with the house because, in a way, they add a layer of

my family’s imprint to the already extensive legacy of our home.

Image 5: Welcome to the Nut House, 2021.

Along with photographs of the details found around my childhood home, I also weave in

various archival images and documents relating to its expansive history. During the late 50s to

early 60s, the house acted as the Miller Guest Home, a residence for the eldery run by the Miller

family, similar to the Driscoll Care Home that followed. In the book, I include a letter addressed

to the Miller Guest Home regarding how many residents could live in the home at any given

time. The letter writes, “Dear Mr. & Mrs. Miller: We are returning to you one of the floor plans

on which the maximum capacity of each resident bedroom is shown. The maximum capacity of
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the first floor is 6, the maximum capacity of the second floor is 12, and the total capacity of the

home is 18.” In the book, I sequence this document next to a photograph I took of portraits of my

parents and siblings that are hanging on a wall in a hallway in our house. These images inform

the viewer that my family takes up the space of the house much differently than when it was the

Miller Guest Home.

Through weaving archival images and documents of the house that reference the various

lives it has lived with my own photographs of the house as it is right now, I am reminded of the

changes my house has experienced over time, especially made by the hands of my family.

Among the images stored in the manilla envelope pertaining to the history of the house, I found

photographs my parents took of how the house looked when my family moved in. With holes in

the ceilings, nails sticking out of floorboards, and the kitchen sink resting on two-by-fours, the

rooms look far from homey. I include some photographs of how these spaces in my house looked

when my family moved in alongside images of the same space at different moments in time to

show how my family and the various other families and residents that have lived in the house

shaped and used the spaces in the time they lived there.

The last house I mention in my book is where I currently live in New York. I rent one

room in a house with five other people. I introduce it in the same way as the other two homes in

the book, by layering a photograph of the house as a transparent image on top of a landscape

photograph which references its location. However, in all the landscape photographs I pair with

the various homes I’ve lived in, the landscapes only hint at their locality, whether Illinois or New

York, but could also just as well be located in another state at a quick glance. The developing

corn fields I layer with the images of my Illinois homes reference the rich soil and farmland that

surrounded our town, but could easily be seen as a corn field in New York. Similarly, the
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photograph of the Hudson River, paired with the photograph of my home in New York, could

just as easily be read as the Mississippi. The ambiguous experience of the narrative relates to

Bachelard’s idea that our souls and the homes we live in are connected, no matter where we are

physically located.

I was influenced by artist Leslie Hewitt when developing the visual language for this

project, and using various materials that occur in my book. Her series, Riffs on Real Time,

explores the relationship of photography as a physical object in creating forms of cultural

memory through combining imagery with documents in a singular frame. This series led me to

consider how photography can provide the viewer access to memories of personal experiences.

Hewitt’s use of combining personal photographs paired with newspaper or magazine clippings

discusses the influence of collective memory of historical events and how it allows for a better

understanding of the self. Overall, Hewitt’s series inspired me to utilize materials and

photographs to create a larger context by their physical interaction.

In many ways my book is a self-portrait. Throughout the book, I include indexical traces

of my presence in each environment as reflections in mirrors, shadows, and even imprints on the

ground. In applying this technique, I am referencing photographer Vivian Maier, who frequently

included her shadow or reflection in her images. Her works, like the 1956 self-portrait (Image 6),

seem to question photography as a means of representation. The apparent presence of the

photographer breaks the experience of looking at a photograph as through a window and points

to the subjective nature of the medium. In adopting this practice in some of the photographs

throughout the book, I show the personal nature of this work but also how the narrative I am

forming revolves around and is created by me -- an unreliable narrator. However, the ambiguity

of the figure allows the viewer to place themselves within the work as well.
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Image 6: Vivian Maier, Self-portrait, 1956.

Image 7: Baby Blue Walls, 2021.
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It is not until the book reaches the chapter on my current home in New York, that I

include a traditional self-portrait. I use this self-portrait to show I am grounding myself in a new

home while still yearning for the past. Taken in my rented bedroom, the portrait references and

responds to an earlier photograph found in the book of my childhood bedroom. In an earlier

image, my figure can be found in the reflection of a print of van Gogh’s The Starry Night (Image

7). I write in a diary entry that accompanies this page, “My bedroom hasn’t changed much. The

walls have always been some shade of baby blue. When I started getting older, my mom replaced

my round plastic toy bin with a desk and the “I’m not Messy, I’m Creative” poster was swapped

with van Gogh prints. My bed still rests on a three and a half-foot tall wobbly metal frame my

mom snagged off the curb somewhere in town years ago.” I reveal in this statement that I never

took control over how my bedroom looked. Just like how my mom was responsible for the

decorations around the rest of the house, she also decided what would be on the walls in my

bedroom.

In the self-portrait in my current bedroom, the wall behind me is filled with prints and

framed butterflies that my mother gave me (Image 8). Living in my own space with the ability to

act on the freedom to decorate it as I want, I have left no empty space on the walls: they are filled

with photographs and artwork I have made or collected over my life. One of the prints on the

wall is a photograph that can be found in the book a few pages before the self-portrait. The

image shows rotting kale I found in our vegetable garden when I returned home in the winter

time. Growing up, I have developed a deep connection with the garden because it connects my

family together. Not only do I help my parents plant, weed, and harvest the garden, it is a space

my family bonds over and collectively consumes. This bittersweet image acts as a reminder of

my childhood home’s garden, while I am miles away from it.
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Image 8: Me in My Bedroom, 2021.

Throughout the book, I reference the personal, amateur style of 35mm photography not

only through the vernacular aesthetic of my photographs but also through clearly pointing at the

defects of film from its soft focus, light leaks, harsh grain, and extreme color shifts. I frequently

use expired film for the unexpected outcome. The photographs of the third home in the book, my

current home, were mostly taken using a film that expired in 1997, my birth year. When shooting

with these rolls, I had no idea what, if anything, would appear. The quality of these images,

showing grain and color shifts, reflects the mix of emotions I experienced when I began to

establish myself elsewhere while questioning my relationship with the notion of home. It also

references the temporality of my current living situation. The living spaces of the home, like the

kitchen or the living room respond to the same spaces in my childhood home, but in a bizarre,

unhomely, but clearly inhabited space.

The book concludes with an open ending. It transitions from photographs of my current

home to a broad, outdoor environment to reference the idea, like Bachelard reassured me, that
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my relationship with my childhood home is something that will have a significant influence on

me wherever I am. I include one final diary entry at the end of the book that states, “My dad used

to tell me every night while tucking me into bed, ‘No matter what you do or where you are, I will

always, always love you.’ I go on a walk almost every day thinking how miles away, I watch you

age” (Image 9). This shift in addressing the viewer directly speaks to my family and my

childhood home itself, who this book is dedicated to. My decision to move out of my childhood

home has progressively made me feel like I was leaving my family with the idea that I would

forget them. This book is dedicated to my house and family to show them that no matter where I

am, their influence and the relationship I have with them will always impact the decisions I make

in life. Through creating this document of my experiences and our family legacy in my

childhood home, I am stating my deep love and appreciation for the house I grew up in while

allowing future generations the opportunity to see this relationship as well.

Image 9: Handwritten diary entry on vellum
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The work is displayed as an installation with the book placed on top of a pedestal where

various sized prints from pages of the book expand outward from the center (Image 10). Through

resembling a salon-style display of photographs one would find in a home, the installation

provides an intimate environment for the viewer. When standing in front of the pedestal, the

viewer is faced with the photograph Baby Blue Walls (Image 7) where my reflection within the

image mimics the reflection of the viewer- providing them the illusion that they are the

photographer. Although these photographs all speak about my personal experiences and

relationship with my childhood home, this installation references Bachelard’s idea that through

remembering the spaces we have lived in, we are able to “abide within ourselves” no matter

where we are physically located. Overall, the book and the display of photographs engages the

viewer into questioning their own relationship to the notion of home and is reminded that our

souls are inherently and indefinitely connected to the places in our lives we call home.

Image 10: MFA Thesis Installation at the Samuel Dorsky Museum of Art, 2021
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